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Current leadership challenges
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Current challenges

Brainstorm and discuss with your buddy. What are current challenges and critical situations for me as a team leader? 
As a second step (during the training) follow-up with: Which 'experiments' can I try aiming to improve or solve them?

Solution experiments 

Our hints: Are there colleagues you always seem to struggle with? Why? Which past/upcoming situations do you not quite 
feel ready to 'lead'? What keeps you awake at night (related to your work and role)? Be as specific as possible…
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Leader Team membersDefinitions

Psychological 

Safety

• I feel confident and safe to try new things and take 
risks

• I trust my team and also show myself open and 
vulnerable in front of them

• Everyone feels treated fairly, safe to try new things 
and to make mistakes

• My team trusts me and each other, and allows 
themselves to be open, human and vulnerable

Dependability & 

Responsibility

• In the team, everyone relies on my individual 
support even in critical situations

• I take full responsibility for all results (especially 
also team failures)

• In our team, everyone relies on each other and 
supports each other proactively

• Team results count more than individual success, 
we take shared responsibility for failures

Structure & 

Clarity

• I know my tasks, expectations and goals, and 
communicate a clear plan for achieving them

• We have clear roles, structures and processes

• Information and decisions are transparent

• I have leeway for own decisions and opportunity to 
try new ways and innovate

• Everyone knows their tasks, expectations, goals

• All agree on roles, structures and processes

• Everyone knows all the information and decisions 
that are relevant to him/her

• All have room and opportunity for own decisions, 
new ways and innovation

Purpose

• I recognize deeper meaning in my leadership tasks 
and my contribution to/impact on the company

• I draw inspiration and motivation from my work

• My role fits my individual purpose (strengths, 
values & impact)

• Everyone identifies with our shared team purpose 

and recognizes impact on business goals

• The team is intrinsically motivated and inspired

• Each employee role fits to their individual purpose 
(strengths, values & impact)
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Self reflection: How would you rate your leadership level and your team on the 4 dimensions
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Purpose
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I do well… I feel less sure about…Self-reflection 

Psychological 

Safety

Dependability 

& 

Responsibility

Structure & 

Clarity

Purpose
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Exercise on psychological safety: Showing vulnerability
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My hidden worries

Reflect: What are my hidden worries? Where do I feel particularly inadequate or think everyone else is much better than me? 
Then share (the ones you feel ok to share). What would happen, if I revealed (more than) these?

What would happen if I revealed these 

Our hints: Start to reflect your hidden worries individually: Where do I feel particularly inadequate / that everyone else is 
much better? Share the worries you feel ok to share with your buddy and reflect: What did I not reveal and what would 

happen if I did? What's the best / worst that could happen? How would that feel / how would I mitigate?
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Defining moments
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What were the defining positive & negative moments in your life? 
Which experiences left a lasting impression?

Time

• Focus on defining moments: Insight, change, pride, euphoria, sadness, shock...
• The more specific the better (when, what, how, who, which takeaway, which feeling ...?)
• List doesn’t have to complete (but suggest top/bottom 3 defining moments)

Hints
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Question Notes Patterns?

What makes this moment so 
special?

When this moment happened, 
what exactly did you feel?

Who was there and how did 
that affect your experience?

Which ‘role’ did you play, what 
was your contribution?

What was important to you, 
what was easy or difficult?

What did you learn about 
yourself from this moment? 

Find patterns for defining moment _________________________________

8
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Strengths – Values – Impact
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Question Notes Patterns?

What makes this moment so 
special?

When this moment happened, 
what exactly did you feel?

Who was there and how did 
that affect your experience?

Which ‘role’ did you play, what 
was your contribution?

What was important to you, 
what was easy or difficult?

What did you learn about 
yourself from this moment? 

Find patterns for defining moment _________________________________
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Reflection: Using your signature strengths to further develop your leadership style
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Signature Strengths
What I can do well, consider to be 

easy and am appreciated for

• Compile your list of signature strengths 
(feedback, defining moments, experience)

• Which strengths am I already using today? 
(for effective leadership)

• Which (others) could I use more? How? 
(To increase psychological safety, high-
performance culture, purpose, etc.)

1

2

3
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Online course 'Finding Purpose': Identify your signature strengths, values, and 
impact to develop your Purpose-Driven Leadership
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Signature Strengths Values Impact
What you can do well, consider to be 

easy and are appreciated for
What is important to you and get angry 

when others disregard it
The impact you have on others and 

what your receive as feedback

Which of these can help you further develop your Purpose-Driven Leadership? 
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Online course 'Finding Purpose': 
Create your Purpose Statement at your own pace
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My purpose is

... by

(to make a positive impact which extends beyond me and reflects who I am)

(applying my strengths to something I care about)
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How to communicate with different personality types, e.g. under stress

13Source: INSIGHTS MDI ®

How can we overcome and manage some of the challenges with different personality types

• Slow down and show big 
picture/context, objectivity

• Set clear expectations, but ask to 
respect other people's emotions

• Build bridges to integrate in team 
(using data, figures, facts)

Letting go?

Self management?Saying no?

80/20?

• Appreciate and respect their stance 
on values

• Acknowledge desire for harmony / 
avoid possible personal conflict

• Calm down through tone and 
behavior

• Be direct in what you want 
(and think), with factual 
orientation

• Avoid ambiguity or indecisive-
ness (maybe, we'll see, …)

• Set clear boundaries

• Help them to stay structured 
and focused

• Balance share of voice

• Challenge ideas for 
specificity and details

Lost in detail

Suspicious

Distant, cool, reserved, 

Indecisive

Avoids problems

Stuck on principles

Easily offended (values)

Shuts down if too personal

Values harmony over 
dispute (might give in 

quickly)

Excited, hectic

Erratic, hasty, superficial

Indiscreet, too much info

Less reliable

Avoids problems

Aggressive

Dominating

Power/control plays

Impatient and intolerant

Presumptuous

Demanding too much
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How to communicate with different personality types

14Source: INSIGHTS MDI ®

Personality Watch-outs

What are caveats in this constellation?

Which 'messages' or sentences will work well?

Where am I in this circle (can span 2 colors)?

Where's a "difficult" person for me?

Introvert Extrovert

Facts

Relationships
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Exercise: Giving difficult feedback
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Key messages
What are the key points I want to get across 

when giving feedback?

Lessons learned

Ideas for new 

'experiments'

What are the watch-outs and insights I take away 
(based on the exercise or own reflection)
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Current leadership challenges
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Current challenges

Brainstorm and discuss with your buddy. What are current challenges and critical situations for me as a team leader? 
As a second step (during the training) follow-up with: Which 'experiments' can I try aiming to improve or solve them?

Solution experiments 

Our hints: Are there colleagues you always seem to struggle with? Why? Which past/upcoming situations do you not quite 
feel ready to 'lead'? What keeps you awake at night (related to your work and role)? Be as specific as possible…
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Question Notes Patterns?

What makes these moment(s) 
so special?

When the moment happened, 
what exactly did you feel?

Who was there and how did 
that affect your experience?

Which ‘role’ did you play, what 
was your contribution?

What was important to you, 
what was easy or difficult?

What did you learn about your 
team from this moment? 

Find patterns for defining team moments
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Strengths – Values – Impact
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Summarize and prioritize your team's strengths & values
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Signature Strengths Values
What your team can do well, considers 

to be easy and is appreciated for
What is important to your team and 

expects others to abide by

• Consolidate & share the list 

of all identified strengths 

and values

• Vote & prioritize: What are 
the top 3-5 signature 
strengths everyone shares?

• Vote & prioritize: What are 

the top 3-5 values everyone 

shares?

5

6a

6b

This will be a 
living draft
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Your team's strengths, values and impact form the basis of a 
shared sense of team purpose

20

Signature Strengths Values Impact
What your team can do well, considers 

to be easy and is appreciated for
What is important to your team and 

expects others to abide by
The impact your team has on others 

and the feedback it receives

A shared sense of being "one team"
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As a follow-on, you can also draft a Team Purpose Statement
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Our purpose is

... by

(to make a positive impact which extends beyond us and reflects who we are)

(applying our strengths to something we care about)
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Transfer: Goal setting for my leadership development
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ExperimentsOrientation

What of my leadership do I want to 
improve? What‘s an ideal outcome?

Which experiments do I want to try to 
hone my leadership (trial & error)? 

How do I know I am on the right 
path? What's my purpose?

Objectives

For your ‘journey' of leadership development, clarify for yourself how to orient yourself, 

what objectives to pursue, and which experiments will help you achieve these

Strengths Values Impact
#1

#2

#3

#4
+

Prototype approach


